Motivation

- Function-as-a-Service (FaaS), or serverless, systems allow many bursty “functions” to share relatively few datacenter resources.
- Because many of these applications are short-lived (typically hundreds of milliseconds), their cold-boot costs dominate their resource consumption.
- As a result, serverless providers must heavily over-provision resources and cache unused functions for long periods of time.
- Amazon’s Firecracker providing strong isolation already cuts cold-boot latencies down to hundreds of milliseconds. However, hundreds of milliseconds is still high for typical serverless functions.

How Fast Is Firecracker

- We measure that it takes 296ms, 390ms, and 262ms on average to initialize complete Python2, Node.js, and C environments, respectively.
- And that dirty memory is 37MB for Python2 and 40MB for Node.js after the language runtime initialization.
- Taken together, we note that on modern hardware, loading a 37MB file from the page cache into memory takes only a few milliseconds. Even loading it from disk at 500MB/s takes only 78ms – a quarter of the time it takes the VM to initialize the same memory.

SnapFaaS: Fast Serverless Function Cold-boot through VM Snapshot Restoration

SnapFaaS Design

1. Provisioning through snapshot restoration: we create a function environment by restoring from a VM snapshot. A restored VM already has the kernel and language runtime initialized and running.
2. Snapshot generality: Snapshots in SnapFaaS are taken after language runtime initialization to maximize the application stack’s commonality for a whole category of functions. A Node.js snapshot can run all Node.js apps.
3. In-memory snapshot store: SnapFaaS VM launch latency is largely determined by how fast snapshots are loaded into guest memory. Thus, we keep snapshots in memory for fast copying to maximize latency reduction.

Results

1. 6x speed-up: SnapFaaS currently restores memory through memory copying and achieves 50ms instead of 296ms boot latency for Python2 VMs with 128MB memory.
2. In-memory snapshots are justifiable and desirable: In total, it takes about 1.5GB memory to store all Python2 snapshots. All snapshots for ~10 language runtimes will take about 15GB. Booting from in-memory snapshots is at least 2x faster than from on-disk snapshots.
3. The size or location of apps has no impact: on snapshot sizes or boot latencies.
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Further Work

- Snapshot boot latencies consists of three parts: memory restoration, mounting apps, and other (including launching a VMM and configuring a VM)
- Memory restoration can be further sped up through on-demand restoration.
- Mounting apps costs 10ms. We think this latency can be cut down.
- We need to add support for network devices.